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ABSTRACT
The principal aim of this paper is to test the relevance of the different financing
theories for explaining capital structure choice in the Small and Medium Enterprises
(SMEs) sector. We carry out an empirical analysis over a panel data of 3962 non –
financial Spanish SMEs. Our results show that the financing decision in these
companies could be explained by the main capital structure theories: Fiscal Theory,
Trade – Off Theory and Pecking Order Theory. Among all these theories, some
caveats are worth to be stressed and the hierarchically theory seems to fit
completely in the explanation of SMEs debt policy.
Keywords: Financing, Capital Structure, Trade – Off Theory, Pecking Order Theory,
SME, Panel Data.
JEL Classification: C23, G32, G33.
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1. INTRODUCTION
It is a real and clear fact that small and medium enterprises, hereinafter SMEs,
represent a vast portion of the firm tissue of almost every developed country. In this respect,
the fourth report about European companies carried out by the European Commission
(1996), reveals that the total number of firms existing in the European Union in 1992
mounted up to 15777000, from which 99.8% were considered SMEs. Moreover, these
SMEs provided approximately around 66% of European employment and 65% of European
companies turnover.
All these figures show the great importance of this category of firms, but not always
receiving the joust attention that they really deserve. In words of Zingales (2000, p. 1629):
“Empirically, the emphasis on large companies has led us to ignore (or study less than
necessary) the rest of the universe: the young and small firms, who do not have access to
public markets”.
One of the areas of financial theory that has worried much to academicians and
professionals is debt policy decisions in companies. Although there are many previous
empirical studies about financing decisions of large and listed companies2, the scientific
community has only started to pay attention to the small firm sector much more recently.
In spite of this, we now have available a considerable number of empirical works
worldwide like Constand et. al (1989), Van der Wijst (1989), Walker (1989a,b), Holmes
and Kent (1991), Van der Wijst and Thurik (1993), Chittenden et al. (1996), Calcagnini
and Iacobucci (1997), Hamilton and Fox (1998), Jordan et al. (1998) and Michaelas et al.
(1999), and also for the Spanish context like Calvo and Lorenzo (1993), Ocaña et. al
(1994), Sáez (1996), Maroto (1996), Boedo and Calvo (1997), Aybar et al. (1999), Aybar
et al. (2000) and López and Aybar (2000).
Following this line of research, we aim to obtain the determinants of debt policy
decisions in small firms. Specifically, we investigate whether and to what extent the main
capital structure theories can explain financing decisions of small and medium enterprises.
To achieve this goal we use a panel data methodology controlling for individual
heterogeneity, and a more complete and bigger sample than the foregoing studies.
The structure of the remainder of the paper is as follows. Section 2 studies how the
existing capital structure theories can be used to explain the financing decisions in the small
business sector, and at the same time we present the empirical hypotheses extracted from
the theoretical background that will be tested over a Spanish small and medium enterprise
sample. Section 3 explains in detail all the variables used in the study; besides it describes
how we have constructed the firm sample. The model employed as well as the econometric
techniques that we have applied, are discussed in section 4. Also in this section we show
the empirical results of the study with their implications. Finally, we conclude in section 5
where we also include some proposals for the future line of research in this area.
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For example, Bradley et al. (1984), Auberbach (1985), Friend and Hasbrouck (1988), Titman and Wessels
(1988), Barclay et al. (1995), Rajan and Zingales (1995), Graham (1996), Chen et al. (1998), Shyam –
Sunder and Myers (1999), Wald (1999), Wiwattanakantang (1999) and Hovakimian et al. (2001).
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2. THEORETICAL DISCUSSION AND EMPIRICAL HYPOTHESES
The seminal work of Modigliani and Miller (1958) set up the basis for the
development of a theoretical body around the firm capital structure issue. Its main
proposition establish that the valuation of a company will be independent from its financial
structure. As this conclusion is absolutely true under the assumptions Modigliani and Miller
(1958) took into account3, the enlargement of the theory onwards has been produced
relaxing these fundamental assumptions, also with the aim of approximating the theory to
the firm reality.
From this point of view, we categorize capital structure theory under 3 stances,
depending on which economic aspect we focus on.
First of all, we can mention capital structure FISCAL THEORY (FT). Modigliani and
Miller corrected their original paper in 1963, and concluded that firms would prefer debt to
other financing resources due to the tax deductibility of interest payments. Therefore, one of
our fiscal theory hypothesis will be,

HYPOTHESIS I (FT): “The effective tax rate should be positively related with debt”4
Some authors like Pettit and Singer (1985) have pointed out that fiscal theory can
not be applied in the small firm context, because SMEs are less likely to be profitable and
therefore to use debt in order to get tax shields. Following this line of reasoning the
foregoing hypothesis could be established as “there should not exist any relation between
debt and taxes in SMEs”5
On the other hand, DeAngelo and Masulis (1.980) show that there are other
alternative tax shields such as depreciation, research and development expenses,
investment deductions, etc., that could substitute the fiscal role of debt. Our second fiscal
theory hypothesis will be:

HYPOTHESIS II (FT): “Non – debt tax shields ought to be negatively correlated with
leverage”
In second place, we consider capital structure TRADE – OFF THEORY (TOT) where
we include not only the advantages of debt employment as a mode of financing but also its
shortcomings from a financial distress and agency theory viewpoints.
As Warner (1977), Smith and Warner (1979), Ang et al. (1982) and Pettit and
Singer (1985) point out, larger firms tend to be more diversified and fail less often, so size
can be an inverse proxy for the probability of bankruptcy6. Besides, small companies use to
have bigger bankruptcy costs in relative terms7. Under this assertions, we can construct our
first trade – off theory hypothesis in the following manner:
HYPOTHESIS III (TOT): “Firm Size should be positively correlated with debt level”
3

Namely, perfect capital markets, no taxes, absence of agency and transactions costs and independence
between the productive activity of the firm and the way it is financed.
4
Tax rate hypothesis from Scott (1976) and hypothesis 5 from DeAngelo and Masulis (1980).
5
Graham (1996) find a positive relation between firm size and taxes, which implies that SMEs have lower tax
rates.
6
Note however, as Rajan and Zingales (1995) state, that size may also be a proxy for the information outside
investors have, which should increase their preference for equity relative to debt.
7
See Warner (1977) and Ang et al. (1982).
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Agency theory investigates the conflicts of interests between the various financial
stakeholders of the firm. Basically, this theory considers the conflicts of interest brought
about on the one hand between shareholders and creditors, and on the other hand
between shareholders and managers. SMEs are not likely to suffer from this second
problem due to the fact that their property identifies almost exactly with their management
and thereby there will only be a unique financial objective for these two groups.
Notwithstanding, the agency conflict between shareholders and lenders may be particularly
severe for small companies8.
As Myers (1977) states, the underinvestment problem becomes more intense in
companies with more growth opportunities, and this fact will take creditors to reduce their
supply of funds to this type of firms. One of the possible solutions to mitigate this problem
could be the employment of short term debt by the firm. In theory, and according to Myers´
assertion, there should be a negative relationship between debt and growth opportunities,
however some authors like Michaelas et al. (1999) have propounded a positive correlation
between these two variables because SMEs mainly use short term debt financing. In line
with this last proposition, our second trade – off theory hypothesis is:
HYPOTHESIS IV (TOT): “Growth opportunities ought to be positively related with
firm leverage”
Which could be decomposed into:
HYPOTHESIS IV-a (TOT): “Long term debt should be negatively correlated with
growth opportunities”
HYPOTHESIS IV-b (TOT): “Short term debt should have a positive correlation with
growth opportunities9”
The restriction of maturity length in the credit offered by lenders may explain in part
debt structure in SMEs. In this sense, small firms may use less long term debt, but probably
more short term debt, than larger firms. This may suggest, following Bevan and Danbolt
(2000b), these next relationships in form of our third trade – off theory double hypothesis:
HYPOTHESIS V-a (TOT): “Long term debt should be positively correlated with firm
size”
HYPOTHESIS V-b (TOT): “Short term debt should have a negative correlation with
firm size”
The existence of debt agency costs like risk shifting, and potential problems of
adverse selection and moral hazard, may induce creditors to require guarantees to their
lending, materialized in collateral assets10. This type of assets will retain value in case of a
potential liquidation of the firm, and could be sold in the market to face the firm´s payment
commitments. We formulate our fourth and last trade – off theory hypothesis in the
following terms:
8

Van der Wijst (1989) and Ang (1992).
According to Barclay and Smith (1999), when firms with high growth opportunities use debt financing, they will
prefer short term debt or debt with few restrictive covenants instead of long term debt, in order to maintain their
financial flexibility.
10
See Myers (1977), Scott (1977) and Harris and Raviv (1990).
9
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HYPOTHESIS VI (TOT): “The firm leverage ratio should relate positively to asset
tangibility”
According to the maturity matching principle from Brealey and Myers (2000), the
preceding hypothesis could be enlarged in the following sense:
HYPOTHESIS VI-a (TOT): “If firms aim to match maturities of assets and liabilities,
we should observe a positive correlation between fixed assets ratio and long term
debt ratio, while it would be negative if leverage ratio were short term”
If we consider the existence of informational asymmetries between investors and
managers, two additional capital structure theories appear: the SIGNALING THEORY (ST)
and the PECKING ORDER THEORY (POT). The former theory is of little use for the small
firm sector as SMEs are not usually listed in stock exchange markets and therefore their
managers do not intend to signal something to the market and investors while adopting
their financing decisions. On the contrary, the latter theory could be very useful for our
purposes.
Myers (1984) and Myers and Majluf (1984) argue that it exists a hierarchy in the
financing funds of companies. Due to informational asymmetries, firms will prefer internal
to external capital sources. This suggests that high profitable companies will tend to finance
investments with retained earnings rather than using debt. It is worthy stressing that this way
of firm financing could easily be applied to SMEs through the following reasoning: SMEs
managers, that are usually at the same time shareholders of this companies, do not like to
lose their property and control over these firms11, and therefore the acceptance of new
shareholders will be almost insignificant, preferring internal financing to external resources
to finance firm activity12. In case SMEs needed external funds, they would choose debt that
does not reduce managers´ operability, that is short term debt which is not likely to include
restrictive covenants. Under this last theoretical stance, we propose these two hypotheses:

HYPOTHESIS VII (POT): “There should be a negative relation between leverage and
firm profitability”
HYPOTHESIS VIII (POT): “SMEs employ predominantly short term debt as debt
financing”

3. DESCRIPTION OF DATA SOURCE AND VARIABLES
3.1. Data source

A key question in all SMEs literature is the definition of what is really considered as
a small business. Every author, in most of the cases, has defined this sort of business quite
differently. For instance, Van der Wijst (1989) considers small and medium – sized business
as privately held firms with 1 – 9 and 10 – 99 people employed, respectively; Ocaña et al.
(1994) investigate firms with less than 50 employees (small) and firms with employees
11

Holmes and Kent (1991) and Hamilton and Fox (1998).
In his revised version of the pecking order theory applied to SMEs, Ang (1991) establishes that the second
financing resource for SMEs, after retained profits, will be funds supplied by the present firm shareholders.
12
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between 50 and 200 (medium); Boedo and Calvo (1997) work with firms that have a 2.4 –
3.6 million € turnover; Jordan et al (1998) define SMEs as firms with less than 100
employees and less than 15 million € turnover; Michaelas et al. (1.999) consider small
independent private limited companies with less than 200 employees; López and Aybar
(2000) analyze companies with sales below 15 million €; and Aybar et al. (2000)
contemplate firms with sales under 2.4 million € (small) and firms with sales between 2.4
million € and 15 million € (medium). This fact suggests that there is not a general
consensus over what a small business is.
Instead of taking any of the previous criterions, we have adopted the European
Commission SME definition13: companies with less than 250 employees, sales below 40
millions €, total assets under 27 millions € and independent privately held14.
The sample of SMEs considered in our study has been extracted from SABE (Sistema
de Análisis de Balances Españoles), which is a database that contains economic and
financial information with up to eight years of history over more than 190000 Spanish
firms.
Specifically, we have selected those firms from this database that meet the following
requirements:
•
•
•
•
•

Less than 250 employees.
Less than 40 million € turnover.
Less than 27 million € total assets.
Positive equity resources (shareholders´ equity) and also positive net income
over the whole period of study.
Not included in a bankruptcy process.

The data set has been restricted to observations that embody all the essential
variables available, and also these variables have a complete record over the period of
examination.
The definitive number of firms that makes up our sample amounts to 3962, for
which we have accounting data for the five year period time 1994 – 199815, resulting in a
19810 observations balanced panel data. It should be noted that our firm data panel is
much more complete that the ones that have been used in previous studies, and enjoys a
greater number of observations16.
The vast majority of empirical studies about firm capital structure usually consider
companies from mixed industries. However, almost all of them regularly exclude from their
analysis firms belonging to the insurance and financial industry because of their specific

13

Recommendation 96/280/EC, April 3, 1996.
These firms can not belong to a big company or to a group of companies.
15
As the SABE database was created in 1992, its firsts two years of performance are not very complete in terms
of firm data, so we preferred to begin our study from 1994 onwards in order to use a greater quantity and a
better quality information.
16
For instance, López and Aybar (2000) consider only 445 SMEs with 1 year (1995) of observations and
although Michaelas et al. (1999) analyze about 3500 SMEs over a 10 year period, they do not have at their
disposal firm information for the whole period of time, taking into account less than 2000 companies for some
of the years of study.
14
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financial behavior and particular nature17. Moreover, if we attempt to analyze the financing
decision in SME, it would be nonsense to include the cited industries in our study.
Firm distribution by industries of our sample and the specific weight of each firm
sector over the total sample is shown in the following table:
Table 1: Firm distribution by industries and specific weights
Industry
Agriculture, forestry and mining
Manufacturing
Construction
Wholesale and retail trade
Hotels and restaurants
Transport and communications
Business services
Education, health and social work
Other

Number of firms
549
1117
380
1713
134
231
410
49
79

% of total firms
11.776
23.960
8.151
36.744
2.874
4.955
8.795
1.051
1.695

Both manufacturing and wholesale and retail trade prevail over the rest of
industries, denoting the industrial character of the sample.
3.2. Variables

In each of the empirical hypotheses that we formulated in section 2 an economic or
financial aspect of the firm was taken into account, and the question that arises now is how
to measure these attributes. Capital structure theory does not specify clearly this issue,
which has taken some researchers like Titman and Wessels (1988) or Harris and Raviv
(1991) to conclude that the choice of appropriate both dependent and explanatory
variables is potentially controversial. Nonetheless, previous empirical work can help us to
define objectively the proxy variables needed to take on our study.
The variable that we intend to explain is SME capital structure, which we measure
by total debt ratio (TDR):

Total Debt
.
Total Assets

But as argued by Van de Wijst and Thurik (1993), Chittenden et al. (1996), Barclay
and Smith (1999) and Bevan and Danbolt (2000a), any analysis of leverage determinants
based only on total liabilities may screen the important differences between long – term
and short – term debt. Consequently, in order to shed some light over this question and to
get a better understanding of capital structure and its determinants, we also consider the
following two measures of leverage:

17

See, for example, Rajan and Zingales (1995), Graham (1996), Chen et al. (1998), López et al. (1999);
Wald (1999); Wiwattanakantang (1999); Shyam – Sunder and Myers (1999); Bevan and Danbolt (2000a);
Bevan and Danbolt (2000b).
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•

•

Long Term Debt
Total Assets
Short Term Debt
Short term debt ratio (SDR):
Total Assets

Long term debt ratio (LDR):

As far as explanatory variables is concerned, we have selected several proxies that
have been most used in the empirical literature.
•

Effective Tax Rate (ETR):

Taxes
,
EAIBT+Depreciation

where EAIBT denotes Earnings after interest and before taxes

Depreciation
Total Assests

•

Non – Debt Tax Shields (NDTS):

•

Growth Opportunities (GO):

•

Asset Structure (AS):

•

Size (S): Natural logarithm of total assets

•

Profitability (P): ROA=

Intangible Assets
Total Assests

Tangible Assets
Total Assets

EBIT
Total Assets

where EBIT denotes Earnings Before Interest and Taxes
A preliminary study of our data sample provides us with the main descriptive
statistics of both dependent and explanatory variables that we collect in table 2.

Table 2: Descriptive statistics of dependent and explanatory variables
Variable
TDR
LDR
SDR
ETR
NDTS
GO
AS
S
P

Obs.
19810
19810
19810
19810
19810
19810
19805
19810
19810

Mean
0.5602
0.0828
0.4774
0.1863
0.036
0.0329
0.4354
14.3847
0.0937

Std. Deviation
0.2244
0.1282
0.2201
0.1069
0.0374
0.07
0.2347
1.0901
0.0909

Minimum
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
8.1685
-1.5213

Maximum
0.9919
0.911
0.9919
0.8789
0.8088
0.9386
1
17.111
3.5468
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A quick review to table 2 displays several issues. In first place, total liabilities on
average amount to about 56% of total assets value. If we split total liabilities into fixed
liabilities (repayable in more than one year) and current liabilities (repayable in less than
one year), the figures 8% and 48% respectively, show that debt financing for SMEs in our
sample corresponds mainly to a short term nature, exactly 86%. This fact is consistent with
our empirical hypothesis IX.
The average effective tax rate of Spanish SMEs is almost 19%, which is clearly lower
than the general tax rate that moves between 30% and 35% in Spanish fiscal system,
depending basically on the economic situation of companies.
With respect to asset structure, we find that intangible assets represent over 3% of
total assets value, whereas fixed assets represent about 44% of total assets.
The mean of the natural logarithm of total assets over the period 1994 – 1998
indicates that the average size of SMEs was approximately 1766834 € in terms of assets,
ranging from a 3528 € minimum value to a 26990621 € maximum value.
As far as profitability is concerned, the average return on assets over the period of
study mounts up to almost 10%, finding a great disparity between firms, with a –152%
minimum value to a 355% maximum value.
To examine the possible degree of collinearity among variables, we have obtained
the correlation matrix of dependent and independent variables that we gather in table 3.
Table 3: Correlation Matrix
TDR
LDR
SDR
ETR
NDTS
GO
AS
S
P

TDR
1
0.3187
0.8338
-0.1721
-0.1133
0.1144
0.0147
0.0246
-0.1374

LDR

SDR

ETR

NDTS

GO

AS

S

P

1
-0.2575
-0.1929
0.1296
0.2706
0.2596
0.072
-0.260

1
-0.0631
-0.191
-0.041
-0.1362
-0.0169
-0.125

1
-0.391
-0.1505
-0.2169
0.0974
0.2697

1
0.2626
0.1111
-0.0458
0.0287

1
-0.1595
-0.0276
0.0211

1
0.0527
-0.1053

1
-0.017

1

As we observe in this table, the correlation coefficients are not sufficiently large to
cause collinearity problems in the regressions.

4. ECONOMETRIC METHODOLOGY AND EMPIRICAL RESULTS

The panel character of our data allows us to use a panel data methodology for our
empirical research. As Baltagi (1995) states this type of analysis presents clear advantages
over cross sectional or time series studies. For instance, it can control for firm
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heterogeneity, and reduce collinearity among the variables that are contemplated18.
Besides, this technique enables us to eliminate the potential biases in the resulting estimates
due to correlation between unobservable individual effects and the explanatory variables
included in the study.
Our panel data model may be represented as follows:

y it = X it´ ⋅ β + ηi + u it
where

y

is the dependent variable,

explanatory variables,
pretend to estimate,
invariant19, and

u it

β

ηi

X

is a 6x19810 vector that contains all the

is also a 6x19810 vector with the variable coefficients that we
denotes the unobservable individual specific effect that is time –

is the random error, with i denoting firms (cross – section dimension)

ranging from 1 to 3962 and t denoting years (time –series dimension) ranging from 1 to 5.
A critical question in cross section models is to identify whether the unobservable
individual effects are fixed or random, that is if these effects are orthogonal or not to the
exogenous variables considered. Usually, the individual effects are correlated with the
independent variables, and as Mato (1990) asserts, this generates biases in the least
squares estimators. Notwithstanding, one of the main advantages of panel data models, as
the one we employ in this work, is that they give us the possibility to eliminate the cited
biases20.
To verify the character of the individual effects, it is usually employed the
Hausman´s (1978) specification test over the null hypothesis that the individual effects are
not correlated with the independent variables [H0: Cov( ηi

, X it

)=0]. If we accept the null

hypothesis, the individual effects are supposed to be random and we will have to apply
Generalized Least Squares (GLS) to our model with instrumental variable estimators.
However, if we find that H0 is false, the individual effects are fixed and the GLS estimator
becomes biased and inconsistent. In this latter case we will have to transform our original
model, subtracting the average of the variables from it:

y it − y i = ( X it´ − X i ) ⋅ β + (u it − u i )
This new model is called the within group transformation, and we can use Ordinary
Least Squares (OLS) to estimate its parameters, which will provide unbiased estimators.
The outcome of the Hausman´s specification test in our study21 enables us to reject
the hypothesis regarding the absence of correlation between the individual unobservable
effects and the explanatory variables and, thereby, the choice should be the fixed effects
and the within transformation model. It should be pointed out that some authors, like
Michaelas et al. (1999) have based their fixed – random choice upon a more intuitive
18

Arellano and Bover (1990).
In our study we could associate to this effect the unobservable entrepreneurial or managerial skills of the
firm´s executives.
20
Baltagi, 1995.
21
The test statistics for the model with TDR, LTD and STD as dependent variables are 1071.69, 347.94, and
19

497.14, respectively. All these statistics are asymptotically
a p-value of 0.0000.

χ2

distributed with 6 degrees of freedom, and have
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reasoning, rejecting one of the options only whether the sample was supposed to represent
the whole economy of a country. However, there is no economical nor econometrical
reason to consider a priori one of the cited effects. Therefore, if we do not apply this testing
methodology we could lose statistical efficiency in the estimation stage.
Once we carry out the regression analysis, we find the following empirical results
that are reported in table 4.
Table 4: Regression results

Constant
ETR (FT)
NDTS (FT)
S (TOT)
GO (TOT)
AS (TOT)
P (POT)
R2
F
Number of
observations

TDR
-0.5583
(-16.73)
-0.1551
(-15.053)
-0.6169
(-16.899)
0.0802
(34.909)
0.1597
(9.625)
0.0376
(5.377)
-0.0684
(-5.808)
0.1145
341.22
[p-value: 0.0000]

LTD
-0.5612
(-19.333)
-0.0987
(-11.011)
-0.2403
(-7.567)
0.0426
(21.33)
0.4165
(28.852)
0.1052
(17.292)
-0.0427
(-2.119)
0.0993
290.96
[p-value: 0.0000]

STD
0.003*
(0.08)
-0.0564
(-4.929)
-0.3766
(-9.288)
0.0376
(14.723)
-0.2568
(-13.935)
-0.0676
(-8.705)
-0.0467
(-3.57)
0.035
95.73
[p-value: 0.0000]

19805

19805

19805

t-statistics in brackets; * denotes not statistically significant.

A general outlook to the results illustrates that all the correlations between variables
are highly statistically significant, besides the F joint test underlines the need of considering
all the variables from an statistical viewpoint.
The two proxy variables that have to do with capital structure Fiscal Theory show
mixed evidence. On the one hand, the effective tax rate appears to have a significant
negative relation with firm leverage which indicates that hypothesis I is rejected. One of the
possible explanations of the sign of this effect could be reverse causation between taxes
and the firm leverage variable. In this case, companies with more debt level would pay
lesser taxes. But perhaps, alternatively, SMEs managers do not try to reduce their fiscal
commitment through debt, because they employ other devices to achieve this goal like the
ones included in hypothesis II.
Michaelas et al. (1999) obtain this same sign in the relation, although theirs turn
out to be not statistically significant to a 5% confidence level. Jordan et al (1998) also find
a negative relationship, explained by the fact that taxes influence debt only due to the effect
over retained earnings.
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On the other hand, alternative tax shields seem to be negatively related with debt.
This fact provides empirical support for hypothesis II, that is obviously accepted, and shows
evidence for the controversial DeAngelo and Masulis (1980) hypothesis in the small firm
sector.
As revealed in table 4, size is positively related to debt, which suggests that this
variable determines firm leverage not only for larger firms but also among SMEs.
Hypothesis III is thus accepted.
Regarding the decompositional analysis of debt, we observe positive relationships
between size and both long term debt and short term debt. Larger firms seem to employ
more debt independently of its expiration, because they can hold a greater bargaining
power towards creditors. In this case, hypothesis V-a is accepted but hypothesis V-b is
rejected22.
SMEs with more growth opportunities include more debt in their capital structures
which takes us to accept hypothesis IV23. Nevertheless, a significant negative correlation
appears between the ratio of intangible assets over total assets and short term debt, which
may evidence the different time nature of this sort of assets and liabilities, taking us to reject
hypotheses IV-a and IV b.
As was hypothesized, we find that asset structure is positively related to firm total
leverage and so we accept hypothesis VI. Remember that SMEs are more likely to suffer
from moral hazard and adverse selection problems, therefore the collateral value of their
assets could help to reduce this sort of problems.
As can be seen from table 4, the correlation between leverage and asset structure
changes significantly depending on the type of leverage ratio it is used. Specifically, we find
that long term debt ratio is positively correlated with asset structure, while this correlation
becomes negative if we consider short term debt ratio. The same result is obtained by Van
der Wijst (1989), Van der Wijst and Thurik (1993), Chittenden et al. (1996), Van der Wijst
(1997) and Aybar et al. (1999).
The asset structure variable measures the ratio of tangible to total assets, made up
mainly by fixed assets which tend to be long term in nature. The negative correlation
between asset structure and short term debt ratio24 means that short term debt (current
liabilities) is used to finance non – fixed assets, consisting basically current assets. This is the
so – called maturity matching principle from Brealey and Myers (2000), which was reflected
in hypothesis VI-a that we clearly accept.
Finally, the negative coefficient on profitability implies evidence for the pecking
order theory, where more profitable SMEs tend to use lesser debt when financing their
activity. Hypothesis VII is accepted and SMEs prefer internal resources to external ones as
mode of financing.

22

Bevan and Danbolt (2000b) get similar results, and they only accept our hypothesis V-b for bank debt.
Aybar et al. (1999) and Michaelas et al. (1999), obtain a significant positive relationship between growth
opportunities and debt, the same as Chittenden et al. (1996) and Jordan et al. (1998), although these latter not
statistically significant.
24
Bevan and Danbolt (2000a) find a negative and significant correlation between tangibility and gearing, when
the latter is defined as non – equity liabilities (total debt plus trade credit and equivalent) to total assets.
23
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5. CONCLUSIONS
Some researchers have pointed out that financial policy in SMEs can be explained
by the most known capital structure theories. In order to shed some light over this question
and to get a more thorough understanding of the underlying forces that drive capital
structure decisions in the SME sector, in this paper we have tested some empirical
hypotheses, based on different financing decision theories, over a panel of 3962 non
financial Spanish small and medium enterprises during the period 1994 – 1998. The three
main capital structure theories considered are Fiscal Theory, Trade – Off Theory and
Pecking Order Theory.
We both confirm some prior findings using an alternative more complete data set
and extend the analysis using additional firm characteristics such as nondebt tax shields,
and a decompositional analysis of firm leverage.
In Fiscal Theory, we find leverage to be significantly negatively correlated with
alternative tax shields like depreciation, which may seem to confirm DeAngelo and Masulis
(1980) theory when we apply it to SMEs. Contrary to expectations, we observe that taxes
are negatively related to debt.
On the other hand, Trade – Off Theory, allows us to extend the explanation in part
of the financial behavior of SMEs. First of all, size and asset structure are both positively
correlated with firm debt level, as stated by the theory. However, regarding asset structure
we obtain a positive correlation with long term debt level but negative with short term debt
level. This may evidence the maturity matching principle in SMEs, where they try to finance
their fixed assets with long term debt, and their current assets with short term debt.
Secondly, SMEs with more growth options seem to employ more debt, although this
relationship becomes negative with short term debt. This fact may suggest that this kind of
assets are linked to a long term nature, and thus their financing should match it.
Finally, Pecking Order Theory seems to explain relatively well debt policy in SMEs,
although the underlying justification of this theory in our case may resemble manager´s
propensity to not losing part of their control in the firm. Put another way, SMEs rely their
financing on internal resources instead of turning to outside the firm.
Regarding to future lines of research on SMEs capital structure, the study will
improve considering a broader time period analysis in order to elucidate whether capital
structure in this sort of companies changes along different economic cycles. Furthermore,
the analysis could be enriched by taking a dynamical look to the issue and formulating
dynamic models of debt policy with instrumental variables.
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